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Abstract: In conventional finite element simulations, foil windings with thin foils and with
a large number of turns require many mesh elements. This renders models quickly computa-
tionally infeasible. This paper uses a homogenized foil winding model and approximates the
voltage distribution in the foil winding domain by globally supported polynomials. This way,
the small-scale structure in the foil winding domain does not have to be resolved by the finite
element mesh. The method is validated successfully for a stand-alone foil winding example
and for a pot inductor example. Moreover, a transformer equipped with a foil winding at its
primary side is simulated using a field-circuit coupled model.
Key words: eddy currents, finite element method, foil windings, homogenization, inductor,
transformer

1. Introduction

Foil windings are constructed by winding a thin, insulated metal foil around a support. Foil
windings are preferred over wire windings because of their higher fill-factor, better thermal
properties, and lower costs [1]. A foil winding may consist of hundreds of turns of a thin,
conducting foil and even thinner insulation layers.
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The periodic structure of conducting and insulating materials in the direction perpendicular to
the foils and an invariant geometry in the other directions cause a specific eddy current effect. There
exist analytical or semi-analytical methods to compute the eddy currents inside foil windings [2,3].
Nevertheless, the numerical field simulation of foil winding applications is indispensable because
analytical models for arbitrary configurations do not exist.

In a standard FE procedure, the mesh resolves each foil and each insulation layer separately.
Due to the small dimensions of the single foils, this quickly leads to extremely large meshes
and, thus, to prohibitively long simulation times [4]. As a remedy, homogenization techniques
have been developed [5]. They model the electromagnetic phenomena based on a comparatively
coarse mesh.

This paper formulates a homogenization approach for foil windings based on global polynomials
to approximate the voltage variation in the direction perpendicular to the foils. Within this approach,
the foil windings are replaced by a homogenized material and an additional equation is expressed
on the foil winding domain to model the individual windings to carry the same current [6].

The homogenization technique is validated for two academic examples and illustrated for a pot
transformer.

2. Formulation

The problem is formulated in the magnetoquasistatic regime, using the magnetic vector
potential ®A (®r, t) and the electric scalar potential φ (®r, t). In [7], the foil winding was homogenized
into a foil conductor model for 2D Cartesian models. The method was extended to 3D in [8] and to
the 2D axisymmetric case in [6]. This paper follows the general derivation provided in [9]. The
homogenized model is based on a voltage function Φ (α, t) which only depends on the spatial
coordinate perpendicular to the foils, here denoted by α, and on a distribution function ®ζ (®r)
which is oriented along the winding direction γ and integrates up to 1 when integrated along the
circumference of the foil winding (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of an exemplary foil winding domain Ωfw. The coordinates α, β and γ are
perpendicular to the foils, in the direction of the tips and in winding direction, respectively. The constant

cross section is highlighted in red and the surface Γ (α) is illustrated for a fixed α in blue
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They are related via −∇φ = Φ ®ζ . The homogenized system reads

∇ ×

(
ν∇ × ®A

)
+ σ∂t ®A − σΦ ®ζ = ®Js in Ω , (1a)∫

Γ(α)

σ
(
−∂t ®A + Φ ®ζ

)
· ®ζdS =

I
b

in Lα , (1b)

where ν and σ are the reluctivity and the conductivity, and where Ω is the entire computational
domain. In the foil winding domain Ωfw ⊆ Ω, ν and σ are homogenized using mixing rules [9].
Lα denotes the domain spanned by the perpendicular coordinate α and Γ (α) denotes the surface
for constant α (see Fig. 1) [9]. ®Js models excitations in wire windings and solid conductors. The
formulation is completed by suitable boundary conditions on ∂Ω and initial values at a time
point t0.

3. Spatial discretization

The homogenized system of Eqs. (1a) and (1b) is discretized in space using the Galerkin
approach. The magnetic vector potential ®A (®r, t) is approximated with standard FE edge shape
functions ®w (®r), whereas the voltage function Φ (®r, t) is approximated with scalar functions
gj (α), i.e.,

®A (®r, t) =
Na∑
j=1

aj (t) ®wj (®r), (2a)

Φ (α, t) =
Nu∑
j=1

u j (t) gj (α). (2b)

The functions gj (α) are nonzero only in the foil winding domain, depend on the coordinate α
perpendicular to the foils and are constant in Γ (α).

The Ritz–Galerkin method leads to the set of differential-algebraic equations

Kνa +Mσ∂ta − Xσu = q, (3a)

− XT
σ∂ta + Gσu − Ic = 0, (3b)

cTu = V, (3c)

with the voltage drop V over the foil winding and the current I through the foil winding. The
matrices are defined by

[Kν]i, j =
∫
Ω

ν∇ × ®wj · ∇ × ®widV, (4a)

[Mσ]i, j =

∫
Ω

σ ®wj · ®widV, (4b)
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[Xσ]i, j =

∫
Ω

σgj ®ζ · ®widV, (4c)

[Gσ]i, j =

∫
Ω

σ ®ζ · ®ζgjgidV, (4d)

[q]i =
∫
Ω

®Js · ®widV, (4e)

[c]i =
1
b

∫
Lα

gids. (4f)

If the field model is coupled to a circuit model, the matrix system can be augmented with
a matrix system obtained by modified nodal analysis of the circuit [10].

4. Discretization of the voltage function

Several choices of shape functions gj (α) for the voltage function are possible.

4.1. Hat functions

In [7], hat functions are used for gj (see Fig. 2(a)). Thanks to their compact support, Gσ and
Xσ become sparse matrices. However, the edge functions ®wj (®r) and the hat functions are defined
on two different, intersecting meshes. This hampers the calculation of the mixed integrals (4c)
considerably. An exact evaluation of the integrals necessitates the construction of the intersecting
mesh as is done in [7], which is tedious. As an alternative, the mixed integrals can be evaluated by
Gauss quadrature on the mesh of ®wj . This sacrifices the beneficial properties of Gauss quadrature
because the hat functions are not infinitely differentiable within the simplices of that mesh. A high
integration order may increase the accuracy but does not fully restore the convergence order of the
Gauss quadrature schemes. This causes hat functions to be impractical for real problems involving
foil windings.

4.2. Globally supported polynomials

In this paper, gj are chosen to be polynomials with a global support in Lα. Then, Xσ contains
dense blocks according to the foil winding domains. For two reasons, the computation turns
out to be simpler compared to the one for the hat functions. First, the polynomials are infinitely
differentiable. Second, there is no need for mesh intersection (see Fig. 2(b)). Since the j-th column
of Xσ has the same form as the vector q with σgj ®ζ as artificial current density, the routine for the
computation of q can also be used for the computation of Xσ . In the following sections, Legendre
polynomials are used for gj .
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Basis functions gj over the perpendicular direction on the foil winding domain (top). The 1D mesh for
the gj is in red and a section of the triangular FE mesh is in gray (bottom). For hat functions (a) the meshes
intersect each other, while for the polynomials (b) the foil winding region is considered as a single element

5. Validation

We validate the homogenization with two examples: a stand-alone foil winding in Cartesian
coordinates with flux wall boundary conditions and a foil winding as part of an axisymmetric
pot inductor with an air gap. Both examples are chosen such that an analytical solution can be
computed [11]. The homogenization ansatz is implemented in the Python-based FE simulation
framework Pyrit [12].

5.1. First validation: stand-alone foil winding

We consider a foil winding of width w = 2.00 mm and height h = 4.00 mm. The model is in
Cartesian coordinates and has a length of 500 mm. Consequently, we can reduce the simulation to
the two-dimensional cross section of the model. Furthermore, the foil winding has N = 100 turns
and a fill factor of λ = 0.9. This leads to a foil width b = 20 µm and conductor width bc = 18 µm.
The foil winding is made of a copper foil with conductivity 57 MS/m. The simulations are
performed at a frequency of f = 50 kHz, which leads to a skin depth of δ ≈ 298 µm. The ratios
δ/bc ≈ 16.6 and δ/h = 7.45 · 10−2 show that eddy currents can be neglected perpendicular to the
foils but are relevant in the direction of the tips.

Figure 3 shows the relative error in the magnetic energy W with respect to the analytical
magnetic energy Wana for increasingly finer FE meshes and for different numbers Nu of hat
functions and polynomials. For both choices, the energy converges against the analytical solution.
However, the relative error stagnates at a certain value with hat functions. To reach the same
accuracy, less polynomials are needed than hat functions. Here, even three polynomials have
a lower error than six hat functions. The cases with one polynomial and with one hat function are
identical by construction.
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Fig. 3. Relative error in the magnetic energy W with respect to the analytical magnetic energy Wana over the
number Na of degrees of freedom for the magnetic vector potential for the stand-alone foil winding. There are
plots for different numbers Nu of scalar basis functions, for hat functions (circles) and polynomials (crosses)

5.2. Second validation: pot inductor
For the second validation example, we simulate a pot inductor. Figure 4 shows a cut of the

axially symmetric domain for positive radii. It consists of a yoke in dark gray, the foil winding
inside of the yoke in light gray and an air gap in white. The dimensions can be taken from the figure.
Note that the windings are extended to the yoke. This is not realistic but allows to construct an
analytical reference solution [11]. For this example, we use a disk type foil winding, i.e., where the
perpendicular direction coincides with the axial direction, with N = 200 turns and at a frequency
of f = 10 kHz.

Fig. 4. Geometry and dimensions of the pot inductor, used for the second validation example

In the analytical solution and in the simulations for the convergence plot, we assume for the
permeability of the yoke µ→ ∞. This allows to only consider the regions inside the yoke, i.e.,
the air gap and the foil winding, since the tangential component of the magnetic field then must
vanish at the surface of the yoke. Figure 5 shows the convergence of the magnetic energy W of the
pot inductor for hat functions and polynomials. Like in the previous example, the polynomials
show a better convergence.
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Fig. 5. Relative error in the magnetic energy W with respect to the analytical magnetic energy Wana over the
number Na of degrees of freedom for the magnetic vector potential for the pot inductor. There are plots for

different numbers Nu of scalar basis functions, for hat functions (circles) and polynomials (crosses)

6. Example: pot transformer

The homogenization has been validated for two academic configurations. In the following, we
show the homogenization for a more realistic example. We simulate a pot transformer including
a surrounding circuit, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. A tube type foil winding, i.e., where the
perpendicular direction coincides with the radial direction, with N = 100 turns and a fill factor
of λ1 = 0.8 is used for the primary side (blue region in Fig. 6). For the secondary side, a wire
winding with N = 500 turns and a fill factor of λ2 = 0.8 is used (green region in Fig. 6). The
dimensions of the pot transformer can be found in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Geometry and dimensions of the pot transformer. The yoke is in dark gray and the air is in white.
The inner winding (in blue) is a foil winding and the outer winding (in green) is a wire winding
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Fig. 7. Surrounding circuit including the pot transformer. The values of the passive electrical components are
R = 1 Ω, RL = 10 Ω and C = 100 µF.

The simulation consists of a field problem, including the homogenized foil winding model and
the stranded conductor model for the wire winding, and a circuit problem, including a voltage
source, a capacitor and resistors. It uses a field-circuit coupling, such that both problems are solved
simultaneously. The excitation voltage is a square wave

Vs (t) = 2
⌊ t
T
− 0.25

⌋
−

⌊
2
( t
T
− 0.25

)⌋
+ 1, (5)

with a period T = 20 ms. The simulation is carried out in time domain, with a backward Euler
method used for time discretization.

Figure 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show the voltages and currents in the circuit over time, respectively.
The voltages and currents at the transformer, i.e., V1, V2, I1 and I2, are extracted directly from the
degrees of freedom. The remaining ones are computed in a post-processing step with the known
circuit relations.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Voltages (a) and currents (b) over the time of three periods
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7. Conclusion

A homogenized foil winding model has been equipped with a better discretization of the voltage
function based on polynomials with global support. As shown by two validation examples, the
convergence of the polynomials outperforms the discretization based on hat functions. Moreover,
the new approach considerably simplifies the calculation of the mixed integrals combining the
edge functions for the magnetic vector potential with the shape functions for the voltage function.
The method is illustrated for a transient field-circuit coupled model of a transformer with a foil
winding at its primary side.
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